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Abstract One of the major sources of uncertainty affecting vertical land motion (VLM)10

estimations are discontinuities and trend changes. Trend changes are most commonly caused11

by seismic deformation, but can also stem from long-term (decadal to multidecadal) surface12

loading changes or from local origins. Although these issues have been extensively addressed13

for Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) data, there is limited knowledge of how such14

events can be directly detected and mitigated in VLM, derived from altimetry and tide-gauge15

differences (SATTG). In this study, we present a novel Bayesian approach to automatically16

and simultaneously detect such events, together with the statistics commonly estimated to17

characterise motion signatures. Next to GNSS time series, for the first time, we directly18

estimate discontinuities and trend changes in VLM data inferred from SATTG. We show that,19

compared to estimating a single linear trend, accounting for such nonlinearities significantly20

increases the agreement of SATTG with GNSS values (on average by 0.36 mm/year) at 33921

globally distributed station pairs.22

The Bayesian change point detection is applied to 606 SATTG and 381 GNSS time series.23

Observed VLM, which is identified as linear (i.e. where no significant trend changes are24

detected), has a substantially higher consistency with large scale VLM effects of Glacial25

Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) and contemporary mass redistribution (CMR). The standard26

deviation of SATTG (and GNSS) trend differences with respect to GIA+CMR trends is by27

38% (and 48%) lower for VLM which is categorized as linear compared to nonlinear VLM.28

Given that in more than a third of the SATTG time series nonlinearities are detected, the results29

underpin the importance to account for such features, in particular to avoid extrapolation30

biases of coastal VLM and its influence on relative sea level change determination. The31

Bayesian approach uncovers the potential for a better characterization of SATTG VLM32

changes on much longer periods and is widely applicable to other geophysical time series.33
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1 Introduction37

Understanding and estimating vertical land motion (VLM) is critical to quantify and interpret38

the rates of coastal relative sea level change (RSLC). Next to the absolute sea level change39

(ASLC), with a current global rate of about 3 mm/year [Cazenave et al., 2018], VLM40

substantially influences regional relative sea level change with rates in the same order of41

magnitude as the ASLC itself. VLM uncertainties are thus also a major contributor to the error42

budget of RSLC [Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Santamarı́a-Gómez et al., 2017]. VLM is43

caused by various processes, such as the Glacial Isostatic Adjustment (GIA) [Peltier, 2004],44

surface loading changes (e.g., due to ice and water mass changes [Farrell, 1972, Riva et al.,45

2017, Frederikse et al., 2020], tectonic and volcanic activity [Riddell et al., 2020, Houlié46

and Stern, 2017, Serpelloni et al., 2013], human impacts such as groundwater pumping [e.g.,47

Wada et al., 2012, Kolker et al., 2011], or other local effects caused by erosion or dam building,48

for instance. In order to determine the impact of VLM on either contemporary or projected49

RSLC, a general assumption is that the regional VLM is constant over decadal to centennial50

time scales, which is valid for VLM excited by processes such as GIA. However, natural51

processes, in particular seismic activity, or nonlinear deformation due to surface mass changes52

[Frederikse et al., 2020], but also instrumental issues can hinder the assessment of the linear53

component of VLM. Therefore, we develop a novel approach, to detect discontinuities and54

potential significant trend changes in VLM data. The unsupervised (automatic) identification55

of such events is useful to mitigate discontinuities and can also serve as a decision-making56

tool for the treatment of non-linear time-dependent VLM.57

Most of global VLM observations stem from the Global Navigation Satellite Systems58

(GNSS) or from differences of absolute (satellite altimetry - SAT) and relative sea level59

(tide gauge - TG) measurements (SATTG). With the increasing availabiliy of altimetry60

data (in time), as well as with an enhanced performance of coastal altimetry, the latter61

method (SATTG) has been steadily developed and applied over the last two decades [e.g.,62

Cazenave et al., 1999, Nerem and Mitchum, 2003, Kuo et al., 2004, Pfeffer and Allemand,63

2016, Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016, Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018, Oelsmann et al., 2021].64

SATTG VLM estimates are particularly valuable, because they complement GNSS-based65

VLM at the coastlines. Nevertheless, linear VLM rates from GNSS are more accurate (0.666

mm/year, [Santamarı́a-Gómez et al., 2014]) than those from SATTG (1.2-1.8 mm/year,67

[Kleinherenbrink et al., 2018, Pfeffer and Allemand, 2016]). Ideally, they should be one order68

of magnitude less than contemporary rates of absolute sea level change, which is in the range69

of 1-3 mm/year [Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016].70

These reported accuracy estimates are based on the assumption that VLM is linear.71

However, GNSS and SATTG time series, whose records are typically shorter than three72

decades, are not always suitable to estimate a long-term linear component of VLM. They may73

be affected by nonlinear changes at shorter timescales, which are most commonly caused by74

earthquakes and their associated post-seismic crustal deformation (e.g., Klos et al. [2019]),75

but can also have other natural or human-related origins. Kolker et al. [2011], for instance,76

found significant subsidence trend changes (in the order of several mm/year) at TGs in the77

Gulf of Mexico, which were attributed to subsurface fluid withdrawal. Cazenave et al. [1999]78

reported that also volcanic activity can cause discontinuities and trend changes, based on79
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the analysis of SATTG time series. Besides these geophysical origins, about one third of80

discontinuities detected in GNSS time series could be attributed to instrumental issues, such81

as antenna changes [Gazeaux et al., 2013].82

While discontinuity-detection has been extensively addressed for GNSS data [Blewitt83

et al., 2016, Klos et al., 2019], to our knowledge, there exists no study which adequately84

tackles the problem of directly estimating discontinuities in SATTG time series. Wöppelmann85

and Marcos [2016], for example, manually rejected time series, which were potentially86

affected by nonlinearities. Klos et al. [2019], on the other hand, utilized GNSS data to87

correct SATTG VLM estimates that were strongly influenced by tectonic activity. Thus, an88

improved and independent characterization of SATTG time series is crucial, because SATTG89

observations have the potential to substantially expand scarce VLM estimates derived from90

GNSS time series, which also usually cover a shorter time span than the SATTG observations91

[Wöppelmann and Marcos, 2016]. Therefore, we develop a Bayesian model to automatically92

and simultaneously detect change points (cp), caused by discontinuities and trend changes,93

as well as other common time series features of SATTG observations. We apply our method94

to a global set of 606 SATTG pairs and 381 coastal GNSS stations and show that our95

approach better aligns SATTG and GNSS trends. The latter is demonstrated by comparing96

our results at 339 GNSS/SATTG co-located stations globally distributed. The method can97

be potentially valuable for GNSS time series analysis, in particular with regards to the98

unsupervised detection of discontinuities or significant trend changes.99

The awareness of discontinuities and other non-linear behaviour in time series, as well100

as the demand for accurate position and velocity estimates from GNSS data have led to101

the development of a wide range of semi to fully automatic discontinuity detection tools,102

e.g., Vitti [2012], Gallagher et al. [2013], Goudarzi et al. [2013], Nunnari and Cannavò103

[2019], Kowalczyk and Rapinski [2018] or Klos et al. [2019]. Discontinuity-detection algo-104

rithms can be classified into parametric and non-parametric methods. Parametric approaches105

commonly feature deterministic models (including, e.g., rate, annual cycle and noise formu-106

lations), as well as step functions to model discontinuities in time series [He et al., 2017,107

Klos et al., 2019]. Montillet et al. [2015], for instance, investigated different approaches to108

detect single discontinuities at specified epochs using linear-least squares. An example of109

non-parametric approaches of discontinuity-detection is Hector [Bos et al., 2013a, Montillet110

and Bos, 2020], which utilizes Maximum Likelihood Estimation (MLE) to determine trends111

and noise parameters. Discontinuities are identified in an iterative manner until the Bayesian112

Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz [1978]) reaches a predefined threshold [Bos and Fer-113

nandes, 2016]. As an alternative to modelling trends and discontinuities explicitly, Wang et al.114

[2016] presented a state-space model and singular spectrum analysis, which provides a better115

approximation of time-varying nonsecular trends or annual cycle amplitudes, than the MLE116

method. Another non-parametric method is MIDAS (Median Interannual Difference Adjusted117

for Skewness, Blewitt et al. [2016]), which is a variant of a Theil-Sen trend estimator and118

is capable to robustly mitigate discontinuities in the data for linear trend estimation. Many119

other solutions for discontinuity detection exists, which are more thoroughly described in,120

e.g., Gazeaux et al. [2013] or He et al. [2017].121

In a comparative research study, Gazeaux et al. [2013] analysed the capability of 25122

different algorithms to detect discontinuities in synthetically generated data. They found,123

however, that manual screening still outperformed the best candidate among the solutions.124

Trends derived from semi-/automated approaches were shown to still be biased in the order125

of ±0.4 mm/year, as a result of undetected discontinuities in the data. Given this accuracy126

limitation, improving automatic discontinuity detection is thus subject of ongoing research127

and leads to steady development of the algorithms, see, e.g., He et al. [2017].128
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The accurate discontinuity-detection with standard approaches like linear least-squares129

becomes particularly difficult for an increasing number of discontinuities with unknown130

epoch. In addition, as highlighted by Wang et al. [2016], site-movements are not necessarily131

strictly linear and can be affected by non-secular movements. Thus, it is critical to also132

detect discontinuities in form of the onset of trend changes or post seismic deformation to133

evaluate the validity of a strictly linear secular motion. Commonly applied algorithms, such134

as MIDAS, for instance, do not yet account for such time series features. Another central135

challenge for discontinuity and trend change detection is the appropriate identification of the136

stochastic properties of the time series. This is especially problematic for SATTG time series,137

as their associated noise amplitudes are usually one order of magnitude larger than in GNSS138

data.139

To our knowledge, none of the existing methods have been applied or tested to detect140

an arbitrary number of discontinuities and/or trend changes in SATTG time series. More141

generally, it is currently unknown to what extent nonlinear dynamics such as seismic events142

can be (automatically) detected in SATTG time series, given the high noise levels in the data.143

To fill this gap, we present in this paper a new algorithm called DiscoTimeS (Discontinuities144

in Time Series), which simultaneously estimates the number of discontinuities, the associated145

magnitudes of discontinuities and piecewise linear trends together with other time series146

features, such as the annual cycle and noise properties. With the implementation of this147

method we seek to answer the following research questions:148

– To what extent can we automatically detect change points in SATTG time series?149

– How does piecewise determination of trends in SATTG data improve its comparability150

with GNSS data?151

– How can we exploit the detection and mitigation of trend changes to obtain more robust152

linear VLM estimates?153

To cope with the extensive number of parameters, we use a Bayesian framework and154

generate inferences with Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) methods. MCMC methods155

are capable to deal with highly complex models and were already successfully applied by156

Olivares and Teferle [2013] to estimate noise model components in GNSS data. Although157

not yet tested, these methods could also be adapted to SATTG time series. The framework158

allows to assess the empirical probability distribution of a set of multiple unknown parameters159

such as the epoch and the number of change points in the data. The appropriate analysis160

of the empirical probability distribution is a key element for the automatised detection of161

discontinuities and trend changes.162

We describe the datasets, i.e., synthetic, GNSS and SATTG time series, as well as GIA163

VLM data in section 2. The Bayesian model formulation and setup is presented in section164

3. In section 4.1, we evaluate the model performance using synthetic SATTG and GNSS165

data. Section 4.2 provides examples of physical origins of trend changes and substantiates166

the necessity to detect them. In section 4.3 we analyse 339 time series of co-located SATTG167

and GNSS stations and discuss the implications of discontinuity-detection in SATTG time168

series. Finally, in section 4.4 we demonstrate how mitigating discontinuities can enhance the169

agreement of VLM observations with VLM from GIA and contemporary mass redistribution170

(CMR). We show that these results are also consistent with trend estimates derived with171

MIDAS. We discuss the advantages, caveats and potential applications of our method and in172

section 5.173
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Table 1: Applied models and geophysical corrections for estimating sea surface heights.

Parameter Model/Method reference
Range and Sea State Bias ALES [Passaro et al., 2018]
Inverse barometer DAC-ERA*,DAC [Carrère et al., 2016, Carrère and Lyard, 2003]
Wet troposphere GPD+*,VMF3 [Fernandes and Lázaro, 2016, Landskron and Böhm, 2018]
Dry troposphere VMF3 [Landskron and Böhm, 2018]
Ionosphere NIC09 [Scharroo and Smith, 2010]
Ocean and Load tide FES2014 [Carrère et al., 2015]
Solid Earth and Pole tide IERS 2010 [Petit and Luzum, 2010]
Mean Sea surface DTU18MSS [Andersen et al., 2018]
Radial errors MMXO [Bosch et al., 2014]

*if available

2 Data174

To answer our research questions and to test our method, we apply the Bayesian model to175

VLM time series from GNSS and SATTG, as well as to synthetically generated data. We use176

multi-mission altimetry data, combined with most recent (until 2020) TG observations from177

PSMSL (Permanent Service for Mean Sea Level, Holgate et al. [2013]). We compare SATTG178

trend estimates with global VLM estimates of GIA and the nonlinear effect of CMR.179

2.1 SATTG observations180

Previous studies have inferred VLM either from direct differences of SAT and TG obser-181

vations, or from networks of TGs and ASL from altimetry using different interpolation182

techniques [Santamarı́a-Gómez et al., 2014, Montillet et al., 2018, Hawkins et al., 2019].183

In this research, we analyse VLM time series which are derived from SATTG differences184

according to the recipe in Oelsmann et al. [2021]. In order to increase the quality and quantity185

of altimetry data close to the coast, we use dedicated choices in terms of range and corrections186

needed to estimate sea surface height (see Table 1). We use along-track altimetry data of187

the missions ERS-2, Envisat, Saral, Topex, Jason1 to Jason3, their extended missions and188

Sentinel 3A and 3B. All these missions provide continuous altimetry time series over 25 years189

(1995-2020). For all missions, satellite orbits in the ITRF2014 [Altamimi et al., 2016b] are190

used. To reduce systematic differences between the different missions, the tailored altimetry191

data is cross-calibrated using the global multi-mission crossover analysis (MMXO) [Bosch192

and Savcenko, 2007, Bosch et al., 2014].193

We use monthly TG data from PSMSL. At every TG, we select 20 % of the highest194

correlated data within a radius of 300 km. This selection confines a region of coherent sea level195

variations, which is called Zone of Influence (ZOI). Using these highly correlated altimetry196

observations, we reduce the discrepancies w.r.t. the TG observations and simultaneously197

enhance the temporal density of altimetry data, because several altimetry tracks are combined.198

This has the effect of reducing the uncertainty and increasing the accuracy of SATTG trends.199

A relatively large selection radius of 300 km is chosen, because previous studies found200

along-shore correlation length scales up to 1000 km (e.g., Hughes and Meredith [2006]). We201

also showed in a previous study [Oelsmann et al., 2021] that VLM is consistent in a ZOI, even202

if VLM is computed from distant (up to 300 km) but highly correlated sea level anomalies.203

Correlations are computed based on detrended and deseasoned SAT and TG data. When204
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combining the individual mission time series and monthly PSMSL data, the along-track205

data is downsampled to monthly means to match the frequency of TG observations. The206

correlations are computed independently for missions which share the same nominal track.207

We spatially average the along-track data in the ZOI and compute the differences between208

their monthly averages and the TG data. Furthermore, the following data selection criteria are209

applied: We omit time series where the multi-mission, monthly SAT time series (averaged210

in the ZOI) present a correlation with the TG data lower than 0.7 (i.e. ∼ 10th percentile of211

all data) and a Root-Mean-Square (RMS) error higher than 5.5 cm (∼ 90th percentile of all212

data). We only use SATTG time series with a minimum of 150 months of valid data, which213

yields a number of 606 remaining SATTG estimates.214

2.2 GNSS data215

The GNSS time series are obtained from the Nevada Geodetic Laboratory (NGL) of the216

University of Nevada (Blewitt et al. [2016], http://geodesy.unr.edu, accessed on 1 September,217

2020). Because we directly compare segments of linear trends from SATTG and GNSS time218

series, we require sufficiently long periods of data. Therefore, we only use time series with219

minimum lengths of 6 years and with at least 3 years years of valid observations. Additionally,220

based on the uncertainty estimates provided by MIDAS, we reject GNSS time series with221

a trend uncertainty larger than 2 mm/year. This prevents us from using very noisy GNSS222

data. Finally, we select the closest GNSS station within a 50 km radius to a TG. Because223

the monthly SATTG time series have a lower resolution than the GNSS time series, we224

downsample the latter daily time series to weekly averages (similarly as in Olivares-Pulido225

et al. [2020]), which also reduces computational time of the fitting procedure.226

2.3 Synthetic data of sensitivity experiments227

In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we apply the model to synthetic time228

series which mimic the properties of real SATTG and GNSS time series and include disconti-229

nuities (in form of offsets) and trend changes.230

The modelled time series features are a trend, a harmonic annual cycle and a noise term.231

All time series have a duration of 20 years and 5% missing values. We define the time series232

properties (i.e., annual cycle and noise amplitudes) according to the analysis of the 606233

SATTG time series and 381 GNSS time series, which were analysed using the Bayesian234

Model DiscoTimeS and Maximum Likelihood Estimation [Bos et al., 2013a].235

We apply a seasonal component to model annual surface mass loading variations affecting236

VLM, such as hydrological or atmospheric loading (e.g., Glomsda et al. [2020], Ray et al.237

[2021]). In contrast to the GNSS data, annual variations in SATTG data can however also238

stem from discrepancies in the observations of the different techniques. As we show in the239

following, these non-geophysical deviations can have much larger amplitudes than those240

obtained from GNSS data and also influence the noise characteristics.241

Several studies affirmed that a combination of white noise (WN) and power law noise242

(PL) is most appropriate to describe stochastic properties of GNSS time series (e.g., Williams243

[2008], Langbein [2012]). For the synthetic GNSS time series we create PL + WN noise,244

using similar properties as found for 275 GNSS vertical position time series by Santamarı́a-245

Gómez et al. [2011]. We use a spectral index of -0.9, which is close to flicker noise process,246

and amplitudes of 2mm/year and 6mm/year−k/4 for white and coloured noise, respectively.247
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Table 2: Synthetic time series features.

Component SATTG GNSS-AR1 GNSS-PLWN
Base trend k [mm/year] 0 0 0
Annual cycle amp. [mm] 20 2.5 2.5
White noise ε [mm] 20 3.2 2
PL noise εpl [mm/year−k/4] - - 6
AR1. coeff. φ 0.3 0.45 -
Time span [years] 20 20 20
Temp. Resolution Monthly Weekly Weekly
Gaps 5% (random) 5% (random) 5% (random)

Table 3: Setup of the sensitivity experiments.

Property 1. Exp. discontinuity 2. Exp. trend change 3. Exp. change point
Number of Discontinuities 1 1 2-4
Discontinuity positions center center ∼U(t) with t ∈ [t1,T ]
Discontinuity size (discontinuity-to-
noise ratio)

0.5,1.0,1.5, ...5 0 ∼U(d) with d ∈ [2,5]

Trend change no yes yes
∆ Trend change - 0.5,1.0,1.5, ...5 [mm/year] ∼N (0, 12) [mm/year]

To study the impact of the noise type on the change point detection, we also analyse synthetic248

GNSS data with less realistic AR1 noise.249

Although several studies [Royston et al., 2018, Bos et al., 2013b] investigated noise250

properties of altimetry and TG SL time series, there is no consensus on which noise model251

is most appropriate for SATTG time series. Thus, we determine the noise characteristics of252

the data using an autoregressive process AR1 and a PL + WN noise model (with the Hector253

Software, Bos et al. [2013a]). The Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC, Schwarz [1978]) is254

slightly more in favor of the AR1 noise model compared to the PL + WN process. Therefore,255

we decide to apply the AR1 noise model for SATTG data.256

We adopt different magnitudes of the annual cycle, the AR1 coefficient and the white257

noise amplitude according to median values, which are estimated from SATTG and GNSS258

time series (derived from fitting them with the Bayesian Model), as defined in Table 2. The259

noise and annual cycle amplitudes are 6-7 times larger for SATTG than for GNSS time260

series. It is expected that this behaviour strongly influence the range of discontinuities and261

trend changes to be detectable by the algorithm. Therefore, in the sensitivity experiments,262

we take these different noise properties into account by testing the detectability of different263

discontinuity-to-noise ratios, instead of absolute values of discontinuities.264

We perform three experiments in which we vary (1) only the discontinuity-to-noise-ratio,265

(2) the trend and (3) the number of change points, together with discontinuities and trends.266

The full setup is described in Table 3. Fig. 1(a) exemplifies time series of the experimental267

setups for different parameters.268

The change point for the first two experiments is set in the center of the time series. These269

experiments are conducted to assess the sensitivity of the algorithm to detect single disconti-270

nuities and trend changes for different noise amplitudes in the data. The third experiment is271

built to reveal how different numbers of change points might affect the trend estimation.272

We vary the discontinuity-to-noise ratio and the trend change with a stepsize of 0.5273

mm/year. For every step and every tested number of change points (in the change point274

experiment), we generate 10 different synthetic series and model fits.275
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Fig. 1: Examples of synthetic height time series (mm) generated for the sensitivity exper-
iments. The upper (lower) row show time series which imitate VLM observations from
GNSS-PLWN (and SATTG). The different lines exemplify variations of the discontinuity-
to-noise ratio (a, d), the trend change magnitudes in mm/year (b,e), as well as of variations
in the number of change points and the magnitudes of the discontinuities and trend changes
(c, f). In the discontinuity (a, d) and the trend change experiments (b, e) the change point is
located in the center of the time series. In (c) and (f), change points are randomly distributed.

2.4 GIA and CMR estimates276

We use the GIA solution from Caron et al. [2018], which is based on 128,000 forward277

models. The likelihood of parameters, which describe the Earth structure and ice history was278

estimated from an inversion of GPS and relative sea level data within a Bayesian framework.279

The GIA estimate represents the expectation of the most likely GIA signal. Formal uncertainty280

estimates were directly inferred from the Bayesian statistics.281

Next to GIA related long-term surface deformations, we take into account the effects of282

ongoing changes in terrestrial water storage as well as mass changes in glaciers and ice sheets283

causing elastic responses of the Earth, which can result in nonlinear vertical movements (e.g.284

Riva et al. [2017], Frederikse et al. [2019]). These responses to CMR are not captured by GIA285

models and only partially detected by GNSS data due to the relative shortness of the record286

lengths. Frederikse et al. [2019] showed that associated time-varying solid Earth deformations287

can lead to significantly different trends in the order of mm/years depending on the time288

period considered during the last two decades. Therefore, we supplement VLM estimates289

from GIA with CMR-related land motions according to Frederikse et al. [2020]. This estimate290

is based on a combination of GRACE (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment, Tapley291

et al. [2004]) and GRACE-FO (Gravity Recovery and Climate Experiment Follow-On,292
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Kornfeld et al. [2019]) observations during 2003-2018, as well as process model estimates,293

observations and reconstructions for the period 1900-2003. To correct SATTG and GNSS294

VLM estimates with CMR, we compute linear trends of CMR over the same time spans of295

observation and add them to the GIA trend estimates.296

3 Methods297

3.1 DiscoTimeS - a Bayesian model for change point detection298

Our overarching goal is to detect the most common time series features in GNSS and SATTG299

data using a single comprehensive model. The major components considered in this study300

are discontinuities o(t) (abrupt changes in height), trends g(t), a seasonal term seas and a301

noise term η , which can also be identified in Fig. 2:302

y(t) = o(t)+g(t)+ seas+η (1)

Here, y(t) denotes either GNSS or SATTG observations at time t and is described with303

a set of unknown parameters Θ , which define the motion components (see section 3.3 and304

Table 4 for a full description of Θ ). The discontinuities o(t) and trend components g(t) are305

assumed to change with time. Disruptions can occur in form of abrupt jumps, changes in306

trends, the onset of post-seismic deformation or a combination of such events. Thus, the307

time dependent components are piecewise estimated over individual segments of the time308

series. These segments depend on the number of change points and the time (epoch) when309

they occur (hereafter called change point position), which are unknown parameters Θ of the310

model, as well. We aim to simultaneously estimate the most likely number n and position of311

change points s j, together with the other terms describing the motion signatures.312

3.2 Deterministic and stochastic model components313

In the following, we summarize how the deterministic components, discontinuities, trend314

changes and the seasonal cycle are defined. Suppose that the linear motion at the beginning315

of the time series is defined by a base trend k. The time series is divided by n change points316

at positions s j (with j = 1, ...n). After every change point, the base trend is updated by317

an incremental trend change h j. This can be described as a cumulative sum of all trend318

adjustments over time k +∑ j:t>s j h j. Taylor and Letham [2018] used k + a(t)T h (= k +319

∑
n
j=1 a(t) jh j) as an alternative representation by defining the vector a(t) ∈ 0,1:320

a(t) =

{
1, if t ≥ s j

0, otherwise
(2)

Thus, we obtain a segmented step function for the trend component. Multiplication of321

this trend function with time would however introduce discontinuities at the change point322

positions, which are proportional to the trend change: γ = s jh j. Hence, the full representation323

of the trend component must be corrected for these discontinuities as follows:324

g(t) = (k+a(t)T h)t−a(t)T
γ. (3)
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Fig. 2: Bayesian model fit for (a) SATTG time series and (b) GNSS time series observed at
co-located stations in Kujiranami (Japan). Nonlinear VLM, in particular the discontinuity
and trend change in 2011, is similarly detected in SATTG and GNSS data. Observed height
changes [m] are shown in orange together with 1000 randomly drawn realisations from
different chains in green (shading in the background). The blue lines illustrate the posterior
means of the selected best chain (see Appendix B). The blue shading denotes the 2σ confi-
dence intervals (CI) of this model. Detected change points are marked by the dashed vertical
lines. The grey dotted lines confine the segments of the time series (sattg1,sattg2), which are
compared with the GNSS piecewise trends.
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In agreement with trend changes, arbitrary discontinuities (i.e., offsets) can occur after325

every change point. Such ’segment discontinuities’ are parameterized in a similar way as in326

Eq. (3):327

o(t) = o+a(t)T p. (4)

Here, o is again the base offset and p is a vector of length n, which comprises the328

discontinuity adjustments after every s j.329

For simplicity, we implement a time-invariant seasonal component (i.e., without interan-330

nual variations), which describes the seasonal cycle as monthly multi-year averages. The331

twelve multi-year monthly means are contained in the vector m. Thus the seasonal component332

is:333

seas = x(t)T m, (5)

with x(t) ∈ 0,1:334

xi(t) =

{
1, if month (t) = i
0, otherwise

(6)

Finally, the noise η in Eq. (1) is approximated as a first order autoregressive process335

AR(1). We emphasize that the presented model setup explicitly allows for trend changes,336

which are however usually constrained in other applications. These include, for example, the337

computation of reference frames (ITRF2014 [Altamimi et al., 2016a] and DTRF2014 [Seitz338

et al., 2021]), or existing discontinuity-detectors like MIDAS. In section 4.2, we discuss339

several geophysical processes, which generate trend changes and hamper the determination340

of secular trends. These examples underline the advantages of detecting trend changes, which341

can otherwise lead to misinterpretations of estimated secular rates.342

3.3 Bayesian parameter estimation343

The resulting model consists of a multitude of unknown model parameters, which is par-344

ticularly influenced by the arbitrary number of change points and related properties (e.g.,345

epoch, magnitude of discontinuity). Thus, given the high complexity of our problem, we346

use Bayesian MCMC methods (e.g., Brooks et al. [2011]) to approximate the full posterior347

probability distribution of the model parameters P(θ |y).348

For every parameter in Θ , we formulate our prior beliefs of their probability distributions349

P(Θ ), which are then updated during the sampling process. Such an assignment of P(Θ) is350

exemplified using the two most influential parameters in our model, which are the number n351

and the position s j of change points. Note that n sets the size of the parameter vectors e.g.352

of the vector containing the trend increments. Thus, for n = 0, we do not estimate any trend353

change or discontinuity, for instance. The number of change points is approximated with354

multiple (nmax) discrete Bernoulli distributions, which generate samples between 1 (change355

point detected, with probability q) and 0 (no change point detected, probability 1−q) for356

every possible change point. A change point is switched on when the probability q exceeds357

0.5. The position of the change points s is assumed to be normally distributed. Their mean358

values µs are drawn from a random uniform distribution U(t) (hyperprior, i.e. a probability359

distribution of the hyperparameters µs of the prior distribution) spanning the time period of360

observations:361
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Table 4: Overview of model components, parameters and prior distributions

y(t) = o+a(t)T p+(k+a(t)T h)t−a(t)T γ + x(t)T m+η

Name Parameter Prior distribution Hyperparameter Prior distribution
CP (change point) prob. q Ber(q), q=0.1 -
CP position s ∼N (µs, 52) µs ∼U(t) and t ∈ [t1,T ]
Discontinuities o,p ∼N (0, 202) -
Trends k,h ∼N (0, 12) -
Monthly means m ∼N (0, 12) -
AR1-coeff.* φ ∼ Hal f Norm(0.42) -
White noise σw ∼ Hal f Norm(12) -

*Lag-one autocorrelation coefficient

s∼N (µs, σ
2
s ) with µs ∼U(t) and t ∈ [t1,T ] (7)

The positive autocorrelation coefficient φ and the white noise amplitude σ2
w are both362

drawn from halfnormal distributions with σφ and σ̂w, respectively. Finally, we approximate363

all the other parameters, the trend and discontinuities o,p,k,h and the monthly means m with364

normal distributions. Hence we obtain the following set of unknown parameters of the model:365

Θ = (q,µs,µo,µp,µk,µh,µm,σs,σs,σp,σk,σh,σφ , σ̂w,σm). As can be seen, the complexity366

of the model is set by the number of change points. For example, if two change points367

are detected, there are 2 (µo,µk) + 12 (µm)+ 2*4 (q,µs,µp,µh,) + 2 σφ , σ̂w = 24 different368

parameters to be estimated.369

In addition to the type of probability distribution P(Θ ), we also specify initial values of370

the associated distribution parameters. Here, we make use of prior knowledge of common371

GNSS and SATTG time series characteristics, to enhance accurate parameter estimation. As372

an example, we implement the underlying hypothesis that VLM is generally linear in form373

of our prior belief on the expected number of change points: We set q0 = 0.1 as the initial374

values for the probability of a change point to occur (at the beginning of initialization). Thus,375

we define a so-called informative prior for q0, which expresses specific knowledge of the376

expectation of a change point to occur. In this case a low probability of q0 =10% is assigned.377

We also define other initial settings, which are more thoroughly explained in the Appendix A.378

Table 4 summarizes the complete model setup and initial assumptions. Note, that these initial379

values are set for the normalized time series.380

We use different MCMC samplers to generate inferences about the desired target distri-381

bution P(θ |y). For all continuous variables, we use the state-of-the-art No-U-Turn (NUTS)382

sampler [Hoffman and Gelman, 2014]. For the binary variables q, which control the occur-383

rence of change points, we use a Metropolis-within-Gibbs step method (e.g. van Ravenzwaaij384

et al. [2018]). In order to enhance the robustness of the parameter estimates, we generate385

an ensemble consisting of eight independent Markov Chains, whose initial conditions are386

perturbed within the limits of the aforementioned described prior distributions. Every chain387

features 8000 iterations, which is found to be sufficient for individual chains to achieve388

convergence of the parameters (according to the convergence diagnostic by Geweke [1992]).389

As an example of the required computing capacities, fitting a 20 year long weekly-sampled390

GNSS time series takes on average four hours using four cores with two hyperthreads per391

core.392

Figure 2 shows independent model fits of SATTG and GNSS time series. Next to the393

observations (red), we show randomly selected draws from the eight different Markov chains394
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(green), as well as the posterior mean of trends and discontinuities from the ensemble (blue),395

which is identified as the best chain. Vertical dashed lines indicate detected change points.396

The example shows that, depending on the characteristics of the time series, the Markov397

chains may behave very differently. While in the case of SATTG there is almost no spread398

(green line), for the GNSS example it is very large (green background shading). The latter399

is an example of ’multimodality’, a central problem when using discrete variables [Brooks400

et al., 2011]. We utilize different Bayesian model selection criteria (see Appendix B), which401

provide a measure of model fit and complexity, to select a single best-performing chain402

among the ensemble members. The successful approximation of the observations by the403

depicted chain selection in Fig. 2(b) underpins that exploiting several independent chains is404

of paramount importance for accurate parameter estimation.405

4 Results406

4.1 Sensitivity experiments with synthetic data407

The sensitivity experiments are performed to investigate (1) the accuracy of the trend es-408

timation (in presence of discontinuities and trend changes) as well (2) as the accuracy of409

the discontinuity epoch. For this purpose, we simulate different time series (with different410

noise properties) and gradually vary time series parameters such as the magnitude of the411

discontinuity, the trend change, or the number of change points (see section 2.3). Fig. 3412

summarizes the results for the synthetic GNSS data with PL and AR1 noise (first and second413

row), as well as for the SATTG time series (last row). In columns 1-3, we illustrate the414

accuracy of trend estimation expressed by the absolute deviations of the estimated trends415

(of the individual ensembles) from the known (prescribed) linear trends (see Appendix C);416

column 4 shows the change point detection-rate.417

We compare the absolute deviations of the estimated piecewise trends ∆PW (in green),418

with the deviations of trends, computed without accounting for any discontinuities in the419

data, i.e. the deviations of single linear trends (∆LIN, in red). Figure 3 shows that these420

deviations are linearly dependent on the magnitude of the discontinuity or the trend change.421

These statistics are compared to the deviations of trends, which are obtained, when piecewise422

trends are computed over the known individual time series segments (∆LIN (discontinuity423

known), blue line). The latter represents the theoretical best trend estimate, given the noise of424

the data.425

We observe that the Bayesian ∆PW estimates in the discontinuity and the trend ex-426

periments (Fig.3 first and second column) generally outperform the linear trend estimates427

∆LIN. With increasing discontinuity or trend change, the accuracy of the Bayesian estimates428

remains almost constant, while the linear trend deviations ∆LIN are naturally increasing, in429

particular with increasing offset magnitude. There is however a notable dependency of the430

∆PW deviations on the noise type and noise amplitudes. The accuracy of trend estimates431

is much lower for GNSS data with a PL noise model, than for the AR1 noise. In the latter432

case (AR1 model, Fig.3(e) and 3(f)), the ∆PW deviations are practically identical to the433

theoretically best achievable deviations, while for the GNSS-PLWN experiments deviations434

between 0.25 - 0.5 mm/year are found (Fig.3(a) and 3(b)). Hence, the higher low-frequency435

variability in the GNSS-PLWN data strongly influences the general accuracy level of trend436

estimation and has a higher impact than the magnitude of the offset.437
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Fig. 3: Accuracy of trend estimates and detection rates based on the sensitivity experiments
with synthetic data. Results are provided for the discontinuity (first column), trend (second
column) and change point (third and forth column) sensitivity experiments. Each row shows
statistics for different time series types: GNSS+PLWN (first row), GNSS-AR1 (second row)
and SATTG time series (last row). In columns 1-3 we show absolute (weighted) deviations of
piecewise (∆PW , green) and linear trend (∆LIN, red) estimates with respect to the piecewise
simulated (known) trends of the synthetic time series. The linear trends are computed with
least-squares without accounting for discontinuities. The blue line (∆LIN) corresponds to
linear trend estimates which are computed over the known time series segments, i.e., here we
assume the discontinuities are known. Solid lines and shadings indicate the mean and 95%
confidence bounds of the different fits per tested parameter. In (c), (g) and (k) the magenta
lines show ∆PW deviations when only SATTG (GNSS) segments with a length over 8 (3)
years are used. A discontinuity-to-noise ratio of 1 is equivalent to 3.2 mm (GNSS) and 20
mm (SATTG). In the change point experiments, the magnitudes of the discontinuities are
randomly drawn from an uniform distribution covering values within the 2-5 fold of the white
noise amplitudes. In the last column, we show true and false positive detection rates (TP and
FP) for the change point sensitivity experiment.
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In accordance with the differences induced by the noise model type, also the noise438

amplitudes influence the accuracy of trend estimates. The ∆PW trend deviations of the simu-439

lated SATTG time series (Fig.3i and 3j), which have much higher noise amplitudes than the440

GNSS-AR1 data, range in the order of 0.5 - 1.5 mm/year. Still, the estimated piecewise trends441

are only slightly worse than the theoretical best achievable trend estimates and consistently442

better than the ∆LIN deviations. This underpins that the model can significantly improve the443

accuracy of trend estimation (∆PW) by mitigating unknown discontinuities or trend changes.444

In the change point experiments (Fig. 3(c), 3(g) and 3(k)) different numbers of change445

points with random epoch and magnitudes of discontinuities and trend changes were simu-446

lated. The experiments confirm the dependence of the accuracy of trend estimates on noise447

model type and amplitudes as found for the single discontinuity and trend experiments. Here,448

higher trend deviations are found for the experiment with synthetic GNSS data and PL noise449

w.r.t. the AR1 noise model.450

With an increasing number of change points, the model’s performance of trend estimation451

in SATTG and GNSS time series slightly deteriorates (Fig. 3(c), 3(g) and 3(k)). This is likely452

caused by the reduced length of the remaining time series segments. For example, with four453

equally distributed change points, each segment would only have a length of 4 years (for a454

20-year-long time series). At the given noise levels of the time series, a 4-year-long SATTG455

time series would, however, have a trend uncertainty of more than 5 mm/year (even without456

accounting for autocorrelated noise). The large noise amplitudes and their effect on trend457

uncertainty therefore set a natural lower bound for accurate trend estimation when using458

short segments of SATTG or GNSS time series. A lower trend accuracy is thus less a sign of459

low model performance, but rather caused by the large uncertainties of the piecewise trends.460

The magenta curves in Fig. 3(c), 3(g) and 3(k) illustrate how the ∆PW trend deviations are461

influenced when only longer time series are used. Here, we set the minimum required length462

of the SATTG (GNSS) time series to 8 (3) years, which corresponds to trend uncertainties of463

∼ 2 mm/year . For both time series types, SATTG and GNSS, this entails better accuracy and464

a reduction in the number of extreme deviations as shown by the narrower uncertainty bands,465

which represent the spread of the different fits per parameter. Therefore, we also apply these466

criteria of minimum segment lengths (i.e. 8 years for SATTG and 3 years for GNSS) for the467

real data applications.468

The performance of the discontinuity-detection is also evaluated by means of the False469

Positive (FP) and True Positive (TP) detection rates for the different experimental setups (see470

Fig. 3d, 3h and 3l). A change point is correctly detected when the prescribed change point471

position is within the confidence bounds (95%) of the 2 σ uncertainties of the estimated472

change point position. The TP detection rate is defined as the proportion of change points473

that are correctly detected (w.r.t. the number of prescribed change points). Detected change474

points that do not correspond to the prescribed ones are accounted in the FP detection rate,475

which indicates over/misfitting of the data.476

The TP detection (FP detection) rate for the GNSS-PLWN time series are lower (higher)477

than for the associated GNSS-AR1 time series (Fig. 3(d) and 3(h)). These results reflect the478

differences in the performances based on the accuracy of the trend estimates. In particular, the479

increased FP rate for GNSS-PLWN time series consolidates that simultaneously estimating480

discontinuities and trend changes in the presence of PL-noise remains a key challenge for481

discontinuity detection. Interannual variations (in GNSS-PLWN series) are likely to be overfit482

or misinterpreted, e.g., by fitting discontinuities or trend changes. This can explain the better483

performance for GNSS-AR1 time series, which feature little low-frequency variability. Also484

the generally high TP detection rate for SATTG shows that differences in the noise amplitude485

are less influential than the type of the noise itself.486
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Overall, we obtain relatively high TP detection rates (50% - 100%), compared to previ-487

ously reported statistics by Gazeaux et al. [2013], where the highest reported TP rate was in488

the order of 40%. Differences in the experimental setup, as well as in the definition of the TP489

detection rate, can explain these disparities. For example, in the change point experiments,490

discontinuities have a minimum size of two times the white noise amplitude. In Gazeaux491

et al. [2013], the magnitudes of the discontinuities were drawn from a Pareto-distribution,492

which includes smaller discontinuities than applied in the presented experiments. Also the493

definition of the detection-rate differs across the studies, considering that in this study the494

estimated epoch uncertainties are used as a temporal tolerance and Gazeaux et al. [2013] set a495

constant 5-day tolerance window around a change point. There exist also general differences496

in the time series noise-amplitudes and temporal resolutions. With the focus on discontinuity497

detection in SATTG time series, it should be noted that the accuracy of epoch estimation in498

SATTG data strongly decreases compared to GNSS data, given the low monthly resolution499

as well as the high noise levels in the data.500

In summary, the synthetic experiments verify that DiscoTimeS improves the accuracy501

of those trend estimates that are impaired by unidentified discontinuities. Hence, in the502

following chapters we apply the algorithm to real data and test to what extent DiscoTimeS503

can be utilized as an unsupervised discontinuity-detector.504

4.2 Detecting discontinuities and trend changes in SATTG and GNSS data505

The premise of this study is that VLM cannot only be disturbed by abrupt changes in506

height, but can also exhibit trend changes on decadal time scales, which hamper an unbiased507

assessment of secular trends. The detection of significant trend changes can provide valuable508

information about the reliability of extrapolating the VLM at the considered station. To509

further substantiate the existence and physical justification of such nonsecular VLM we show510

GNSS observations together with piecewise trend estimates, as well as the single linear trend511

estimates by MIDAS (which exclusively takes into account offsets).512

Figure 4 depicts three physical mechanisms that can influence the linearity of VLM. The513

majority of trend changes in VLM observations can be attributed to earthquakes, see Fig.4(a-514

d). These examples are useful to understand the limitations of established discontinuity-515

detection methods (like MIDAS), which do not incorporate possible trend changes. In such516

cases, an estimation of trend changes can be applied as a pre-processing step before fitting517

the data with adequate models including terms of post-seismic deformation, for instance.518

Next to earthquakes, VLM can also be affected by more localized processes as highlighted519

by the time series in the second row (e-h) of Fig.4. The associated GNSS stations are all520

located in the Gulf of Mexico, near Houston. In this zone, VLM exhibits a relatively large521

spatial and temporal variability (0 - 10 mm/year subsidence), which is influenced by extraction522

of hydrocarbons, groundwater withdrawal, land reclamation and sedimentation, [Letetrel523

et al., 2015, Kolker et al., 2011]. Such processes likely also affect the selected GNSS stations.524

The station velocities in Fig.4(e) and 4(f) indicate that averaged linear trends might not be525

entirely representative of a secular trend, given the detected variability in trends over different526

periods of time. The closely located stations DEN1 and DEN3 (with a distance of 2 km) also527

show a trend change around the end of year 2015, which is also not reported in the station528

metadata. Hence, we assume that local VLM explains the consistency of the signal in both529

stations. As in the previous examples, it is not straightforward to derive a secular trend in530

such cases.531
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The third mechanism which contributes to potential trend changes is nonlinear surface532

deformation due to mass load changes. In the last row of Fig.4, we show stations located533

in high northerly latitudes (AKUR in Iceland and JNU1 in Alaska), which are most likely534

affected by present day ice mass changes (on top of secular GIA VLM). In Fig.4(i) and 4(k)535

we show the GNSS observations and the model estimates of piecewise trends. Next to them,536

we show surface deformation time series due to CMR from Frederikse et al. [2020] in panels537

Fig.4(j) and 4(l), with the same GNSS time series in the background. The CMR data indicates538

subtle trend changes on subdecadal time scales, which are qualitatively also reflected by the539

GNSS data. Frederikse et al. [2020] provided evidence that decadal VLM variations due to540

CMR changes can significantly influence GNSS station velocities in the order of millimeters541

per year. This is particularly critical when VLM is derived from short time series.542

Evident physical origins motivate the identification of trend changes in GNSS and SATTG543

data. Thus, in the following section we investigate if accounting for trend changes can improve544

the agreement of trends over individual periods between independent techniques.545

4.3 Comparison of piecewise and linear SATTG trends with piecewise GNSS trends546

We compare piecewise trends from SATTG and GNSS data at 339 globally distributed station547

pairs, which have a maximum distance of 50 km. The trends are computed with the same548

model settings for both time series. Fig. 5 displays time series at three stations that exemplify549

the increased consistency of the estimations in SATTG and GNSS time series when using the550

DiscoTimeS approach.551

Figure 5(a) (corresponding to a station located in Japan) and 5(b) (corresponding to a552

station located in Mossel Bay, South Africa) show an almost coincident position of the largest553

discontinuity detected. In the first case, we can detect the discontinuity caused by the Tōhoku554

Earthquake in 2011. Due to the related crustal deformation, the northern parts of the Tohoku555

region were affected by land uplift [Imakiire and Koarai, 2012], as can also be seen by the556

instantaneous ∼4 cm uplift in both time series shown in Fig.5(a). The subsequent nonlinear557

post-seismic deformation is approximated by a range of piecewise trend segments in the558

GNSS time series. In the SATTG time series, these subtle post-seismic signals are below the559

detection limits due to the larger noise amplitude of the data (see upper panel in Fig.5(a))560

and, consequently a single trend is estimated. Fig.5(b) shows a change in the zero position of561

the TG (in Mossel Bay), which is in agreement with a height change in the GNSS time series.562

The origin of the shift in the SATTG time series (or accordingly the TG) is unclear, because563

it is not documented in the station metadata. The automated detection of the discontinuity564

is thus crucial to estimate accurate VLM trends and can facilitate and support the manual565

inspection of discontinuities.566

Figure 5(c) shows height changes in time series of La Palma, a region that is affected567

by volcanic activity. We observe high variability in the SATTG time series over the period568

1997-2008. The trend in the latter segment of SATTG aligns much better with the GNSS data569

over the same period than the variations before. Identification of such variability can be a570

very useful information for investigations focused on SL-trends based on TG observations.571

This example also underpins the importance of analysing such effects in SATTG time series572

directly, considering that we often have limited information from GNSS over the full period573

of observation, as is the case at this particular location.574

Despite the abundance of time series, which are affected by both, discontinuities and trend575

changes, in the majority of cases discontinuities are not necessarily associated with a trend576

change (such as in Fig. 5(b) or in the GNSS time series in Fig.5(c)). In order to mitigate such577
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Fig. 4: Vertical land motion time series from GNSS observations and contemporary mass
redistribution (CMR). The first row depicts earthquake-affected stations from Alaska (a),
Chile (b) and Japan (c and d). The second row illustrates time series from stations near or at
the coast of the Gulf of Mexico, influenced by local nonlinear processes. The last row shows
station time series in Iceland (i and j) and Alaska (k and l), which correlate on decadal time
scales with CMR (j and l, blue lines). Note that a trend of 13 mm/y was subtracted from the
JNU1 station. We show observations in orange, the model estimate of piecewise trends in
blue (with 2 σ confidence intervals and dashed lines for detected change points) and the trend
estimate from MIDAS in grey (a-h).

inappropriate trend changes, we apply a significance check. At every detected discontinuity,578

we test whether the trend differences between consecutive time series segments are significant,579

given the combined trend uncertainties of the segments. Trend uncertainties of every time580

segments are recomputed, while the estimated discontinuity epochs and magnitudes of581

discontinuities are held constant. Otherwise, trend uncertainties would be influenced by the582

estimated epoch and discontinuity uncertainties. The re-computation of the trend uncertainties583

is performed with DiscoTimeS, without allowing for change points and with appropriate584
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Fig. 5: Vertical land motion time series from SATTG (top row) and GNSS (bottom row)
pairs. (a) Station in Sakamoto Asamushi, Aomori, Japan, (b) station in Mossel Bay, South
Africa, (c) station in La Palma, Spain. Next to the observations (orange line) we show the
model mean fit in green (in the background), the model mean without the annual cycle in
blue lines and finally the 2 σ confidence intervals of the fit with blue shadings. The positions
of change points is marked by the vertical dashed lines. The time series show pronounced
discontinuities in SATTG observations, which are partially also observed in the GNSS time
series.

noise models for the respective time series types. We use an AR1 model for SATTG and a585

PLWN model for GNSS data, assuming a constant spectral index of -0.9. Note, that in the586

model configuration, which incorporates the estimation of discontinuities, a AR1 noise model587

is used for both time series types. We iterate the test over all time series segments, which588

also allows to identify multiple non-significant trend changes. Finally, for all neighbouring589

segments with no significant trend changes, we remove the detected discontinuities and590

recompute the trends over the combined segments. We apply this significance test for the591

following statistical comparison of SATTG and GNSS trends.592

To what extent the Bayesian piecewise trend estimation improves trend estimates from593

SATTG (w.r.t. GNSS data) is depicted by Fig. 6 and Table 5. Here, positive values of the594

differences of trend deviations ∆LIN and ∆PW indicate an improvement when using the595

Bayesian change point detection, i.e. a better consistency between GNSS and SATTG is596

ensured. The differences are grouped by the number of detected change points in SATTG597

time series. We additionally sorted the data by the maximum allowed distance of a TG-GNSS598

pair. In 227 of the cases, the model detects no change points in the data. Here, the mean599

accuracy of trend estimation is equal for both ∆LIN and ∆PW. This means that we model600

purely linear motions over the full period in both cases.601
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Fig. 6: Comparison of the piecewise trend deviations ∆PW with the single linear trend devia-
tions ∆LIN. The trend deviations are the absolute weighted deviations from the piecewise
GNSS trends as described by Eq. (8) and (9) in Appendix C. We subtract the ∆PW from the
∆LIN deviations at every individual station pair. Therefore, a positive difference indicates
an improvement by using the Bayesian model compared to estimating a single linear trend
from a SATTG time series, and vice versa. The differences are grouped by the number
of detected change points in the SATTG time series, as well as by the maximum allowed
distance between GNSS and TG stations.

When one or two change points are detected, the piecewise trend estimation outperforms602

the linear trend estimation with mean improvement of 0.48 mm/year (21.7 %) for one detected603

change point and an improvement of 0.46 mm/year (17.5 %) for two detected change points.604

The percentage of improvements refers to the absolute deviations of trends as also listed in605

Table 5.606

There are only nine cases where more than two change points are detected. Here, the607

accuracy of trends using the piecewise estimation decreases compared to the linear estimates.608

This could be due to the increased fragmentation of the data and shortness of the time series609

segments. Such small number of samples (9), however, hinders a robust assessment of the610

significance of improvement/deterioration. In general, the lower consistency achieved in such611
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Table 5: Comparison of the piecewise trend deviations ∆PW with single linear trend de-
viations ∆LIN (as deviations from the piecewise GNSS trends). Improvement is given as
the mean differences of ∆LIN and ∆PW in mm/year (and %). Positive values indicate the
improvement obtained after applying DiscoTimeS. The data is sorted by the number of
detected change points in SATTG.

cp ∆LIN ∆PW improvement improvement # station pairs
mm/year mm/year mm/year [%]

0 1.48 1.50 -0.02 -1.1 227
1 2.20 1.72 0.48 21.7 65
2 2.61 2.16 0.46 17.5 38
3 1.62 2.80 -1.19 -73.4 8
4 5.81 5.09 0.72 12.4 1

cases suggests a careful treatment of SATTG piecewise trends with more than two detected612

change points for the given record lenghts.613

To test the significance of the improvement when at least one change point is detected614

(i.e. n > 0), we apply ordinary bootstrapping (see, e.g., Storch and Zwiers [1999]). Based615

on the given differences of ∆LIN - ∆PW (with n > 0), we generate 10,000 random sets616

with replacements, using the same number of sample size for each set (i.e., 112 VLM617

differences). We compute the mean of these bootstrapped sets, which yields an empirical618

probability distribution of the mean and its 95% confidence intervals (i.e. the 2.5% and 97.5%619

percentiles). The obtained mean of +0.36 [0.02, 0.7] mm/year shows that in general the620

improvement by fitting piecewise trends is significant.621

The geographical distribution of the differences (mm/year) between ∆LIN and ∆PW is622

illustrated in Fig.7. Improvement (deterioration) with respect to a linear trend estimation is623

indicated with red (blue) and the circles sizes are scaled by their absolute values. The largest624

improvement occurs in regions with pronounced tectonic activity, in particular in Japan (Fig.625

7(c)).626

An improvement (in the order of ∼ 1-2 mm/year) is also observed in regions with less627

tectonic activity, which are nearly randomly distributed over the globe. This indicates that628

a non-negligible part of the stations are also affected by other (local) phenomena, which629

are potentially more difficult to detect and less likely to be known than those related to630

earthquakes.631

Another area of improvement is the East Australian coast. Frederikse et al. [2019]632

showed that this region is affected by nonlinear VLM due to CMR. Vertical solid Earth633

crustal deformation rates were shown to vary from ∼0.5 mm/year in 2002 - 2009 to -1.5634

mm/year in 2009 - 2017. This could be an explanation for a better agreement of the piecewise635

SATTG and GNSS trends in this area. For this comparison, SATTG and GNSS data are636

intentionally not corrected for CMR to test how associated nonlinear dynamics can be637

detected by DiscoTimeS.638

In some cases DiscoTimeS trend estimates yield a lower accuracy compared to the single639

linear trend estimates. Some of these cases are located in Great Britain (Fig. 7(b)) and640

Japan (Fig. 7(c)). There are various possible reasons which might explain such degradation.641

One factor could be the relatively large allowed maximum distance of 50 km between the642

GNSS and TG stations. The comparability of piecewise trend estimates with GNSS could643

be severely reduced, when the VLM dynamics are caused by very localized events. In such644

a case, a smooth long term linear trend might better fit to a distant GNSS estimate. Indeed,645

when only allowing for a maximum distance of 1 km, some of those cases can be mitigated646
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Fig. 7: Geographical distribution of trend differences (between ∆LIN and ∆PW). Positive
values indicate an improvement in the agreement of SATTG and GNSS VLM in mm/year.
(a) shows the global distribution; (b) shows Europe and (c) Japan and South Korea. In the
regional maps the scatter points of absolute values larger than 0.5 mm/year are scaled by the
square root of their magnitudes.

and the improvements by using piecewise trend estimates increases further (Fig. 6). Next647

to differential VLM at GNSS and TG stations caused by highly localised VLM, it should648

be emphasised that errors in the altimetry data or mismatches between SAT and TG SL649

observations still represent the largest error sources. This is also governed by the accuracy of650

altimetry SL observations in the coastal zone, which is influenced by a large variety of factors,651

for example, the applied corrections and adjustments (e.g. tidal corrections), but also local652

conditions such as complex coastlines or islands, which can perturb the backscattered radar653

signal. Next to deviations in the observed oceanic SL signals, the associated nonphysical654

noise in SATTG VLM time series can thus lead to an erroneous detection of discontinuities,655

which should therefore be carefully inspected.656
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4.4 Exploiting knowledge of nonlinear VLM to increase consistency of SATTG and GNSS657

VLM estimates with VLM from GIA and CMR658

One important contribution of DiscoTimeS is its ability for qualitatively labelling the land659

motion as ’linear’ or ’nonlinear’. While trend uncertainty is a good statistical measure to660

quantify a possible range of trend changes, it is, however, less suited as a measure to resolve a661

possible time-dependent nonlinear motion. Therefore, we also investigate how we can exploit662

the information on the segmentation and trend changes in the SATTG and GNSS time series663

to increase their agreement with large-scale VLM features such as GIA (and CMR). We use664

the estimated number of change points to detect potentially nonlinear motion in SATTG time665

series. For GNSS data, which are much more sensitive to discontinuities (n > 0 in 92% of666

the cases), we allow for a possible small rate of change in the trends (< 0.4 mm/year), such667

that the overall motion is still labelled as ’linear’. This threshold corresponds to the median668

weighted standard deviation of piecewise trends within a times series, std(pw gnss), of all669

GNSS data. To substantiate the results, we complement the analysis by comparing estimated670

GNSS trends with those computed with MIDAS [Blewitt et al., 2016].671

Fig. 8: Trend differences between (a) single linear SATTG estimates, (b) time-averaged
piecewise GNSS trend estimates and (c) MIDAS trend estimates and VLM from GIA (red)
and GIA+CMR (blue). The 606 single linear SATTG trend estimates are grouped into a set
where no change point was detected (n=0, 380 cases) and at least one change point was
detected (n > 1, 226 cases). The GNSS data are grouped into sets in which the weighted
standard deviation of the trend changes in a single time series is below or above 0.4 mm/year.
This value represents the median of all standard deviations for the 381 GNSS stations. Trend
differences are up to twice as large as for SATTG and GNSS VLM observations which are
characterised as ’nonlinear’ VLM.

Figure 8 and Table 6 show the differences of single linear SATTG trends w.r.t. GIA and672

GIA+CMR estimates. The linear SATTG trends are grouped according to whether change673

points are detected by the model or not. Linear SATTG trends agree much better with the674

large scale VLM, when the model detects no change points, i.e. when it characterises the675

motion over the full period as ’linear’. The agreement with GIA+CMR VLM, which is676

quantified by the standard deviation of the differences, is almost 40% (1.22 mm/year) better677
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Table 6: Statistics of trend differences of linear SATTG trends (computed with least-squares
without accounting for change points) and GNSS with respect to GIA/GIA+CMR VLM
estimates. SATTG estimates are grouped depending on whether or not change points are
detected. GNSS estimates are instead grouped by the standard deviation of piecewise trends
as estimated by DiscoTimeS. We also provide the statistics for MIDAS linear trend estimates,
which are grouped according to the criterium estimated with DiscoTimeS. Shown are the
standard deviation and the median of the differences, as well as the number of estimates.

VLM estimate condition STD [mm/year] med∆Trends [mm/year] count
number of change points

SATTG-GIA n = 0 2.13 0.76 380
n > 0 3.35 0.85 226

SATTG-GIA+CMR n = 0 1.95 0.59 380
n > 0 3.17 0.68 226

DiscoTimeS trend standard deviation
GNSS-GIA < 0.4 mm/y 1.66 -0.15 191

> 0.4 mm/y 3.25 -0.27 190
GNSS-GIA+CMR < 0.4 mm/y 1.53 -0.49 191

> 0.4 mm/y 2.93 -0.48 190
MIDAS trend standard deviation
GNSS-GIA < 0.4 mm/y 1.81 -0.06 191

> 0.4 mm/y 3.33 -0.18 190
GNSS-GIA+CMR < 0.4 mm/y 1.68 -0.55 191

> 0.4 mm/y 2.99 -0.45 190

for the case of no detected change points. We obtain the best agreement when also including678

the CMR correction compared to using the GIA estimate only.679

Still, the standard deviation of the differences of SATTG trends and the combined680

GIA+CMR effect (1.95 mm/year) as well as the median bias of trends (0.59) are relatively681

large. Such high discrepancies can be caused by local VLM, which is linear but not repre-682

sented by neither the GIA model nor the CMR effect. There is, for example, a strong outlier683

with a deviation from GIA+CMR of almost 18.2 mm/year when no change point is detected684

(Fig. 8(a)). The derived SATTG time series (from a TG in Elfin Cove, Alaska) is associated685

with a very steady uplift motion (of 21 mm/year), which is not captured by the combined686

GIA+CMR effect. Overall, despite these cases of local but highly linear VLM, excluding the687

nonlinear SATTG estimates strongly improves the agreement of SATTG and GIA+CMR on688

a global scale.689

We obtain similar results from the analogous analysis comparing GNSS and GIA+CMR690

effects. Here, we compare the weighted averaged piecewise trends (estimated with Disco-691

TimeS), as well as the MIDAS trends with GIA+CMR VLM estimates. The trend differences692

are sorted according to the standard deviation of trend changes within a time series as detected693

by DiscoTimeS. Trend differences w.r.t. large scale GIA+CMR VLM are strongly reduced for694

time series with minor trend changes (std < 0.4 mm/year), compared to time series where a695

high standard deviation in trend changes is detected (see Fig. 8b and Table 6 second section).696

As for SATTG VLM estimates, the combined GIA+CMR effect improves the comparability697

compared to the sole GIA VLM correction.698

These findings are also supported by the analysis of MIDAS trends, which are grouped699

according to the same criteria as the piecewise DiscoTimeS estimate. The standard deviation700

of the differences of trends w.r.t. to GIA (or GIA+CMR) is consistent with the statistics701

obtained by the DiscoTimeS estimates (Table 6). Based on these statistics, the performances702
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of DisocTimeS in terms of trend estimation are at the same level of MIDAS, also when a sig-703

nificant non-linear behavior is detected. The results not only underline the benefit of detecting704

trend changes to spot significant nonlinear behaviour, but also substantiates the validity of705

DiscoTimeS for mitigating discontinuities. In essence, the significantly increased consistency706

with GIA+CMR estimates substantiates the successful detection and characterization of707

nonlinearities in both GNSS and SATTG time series.708

5 Discussion and concluding remarks709

We present a new approach to automatically and simultaneously estimate discontinuities, trend710

changes, seasonality and noise properties in geophysical time series. With the focus on VLM,711

we demonstrate the versatility and adaptability of the Bayesian model and its application712

for SATTG and GNSS data. The major aim of the model development is to further improve713

the detectability of nonlinearities and to better resolve time-varying components, such as714

changing trends, than it is currently achievable by state-of-the-art algorithms. Although we715

strongly focus on coastal VLM for relative sea level estimation, we highlight that the model716

promises a much wider application range, especially in geodesy, for detecting discontinuities717

in time series of space-geodetic techniques or climate and sea level sciences in an automated718

mode.719

We use sensitivity experiments to understand the impact of discontinuities and trend720

changes on trend accuracy and detection limits for time series of different noise properties.721

The analyses show that the accuracy of trend estimates and the detection rates are influenced722

by the noise characteristics (noise type and magnitudes), as well as by time series parameters723

such as the number of simulated change points. The accuracy of linear trends estimated over724

very short periods decreases according to the growing uncertainties. Therefore, we set 3 and 8725

years as minimum required segment lengths for GNSS and SATTG observations, respectively.726

Using these constraints, DiscoTimeS consistently outperforms linear trend estimates, also727

for time series with multiple change points, discontinuities and trend changes. Differences728

between estimated and prescribed trends are in the order of 0.3-0.5 mm/year for synthetic729

GNSS data simulated using PLWN noise, < 0.1 mm/year for GNSS data simulated using730

AR1 noise and within a range of 0.5-1.5 mm/year for SATTG data.731

The results show that PL noise has a significant impact on the accuracy of trend estimates,732

as well as on the detection rates of change points. This implicates that PL noise can represent733

an ambiguity for the model, which causes difficulties to discriminate between noise and734

discontinuity or trend change and can potentially lead to overfitting of the data. The discussion735

on the role of PL-noise for discontinuity-detection was also raised by [Gazeaux et al., 2013].736

They highlighted that Hector [Bos and Fernandes, 2016], as the only algorithm to take737

into account PL-noise, yielded a lower FP rate (i.e. was less likely to overfit the data), but738

had also a reduced TP rate. Thus, further developments are required to better disentangle739

discontinuities in the presence of low-frequency noise and to find a compromise between over-740

and underfitting of the data, which ultimately depends on the user requirements. Because741

we analyse time series with an unknown number of discontinuities and additionally trend742

changes (and PL-noise), which substantially increases the complexity of the problem and743

thus the uncertainties of the estimates, the model estimates should be carefully revised and744

interpreted by the user.745

We apply the model to globally distributed coastal VLM data, consisting of 381 GNSS746

and 606 SATTG observations using the same model settings. The comparison of piecewise747

estimated GNSS and SATTG trends at 339 co-located station shows a higher agreement of748
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the trends by 0.36 mm/year compared to linear SATTG estimates, when change points are749

detected in SATTG time series. The improvement is 0.48 mm/year (21.7%) and 0.46 (17.4%)750

for one (two) detected change points in the SATTG time series.751

The fact that we obtain significant improvements in the comparability of GNSS and752

SATTG trends when accounting for nonlinearities, supports the possibility to assess the753

time-dependency of SATTG VLM at locations where no GNSS stations are available. This is754

crucial, because SATTG time series usually cover much longer periods of observations than755

GNSS data. The model also enables the characterization of the ’linearity’ of the VLM, as756

shown by the much higher consistency of GNSS and SATTG trends with GIA+CMR, for757

time series which are identified as ’linear’ VLM. This could also generally support a more758

systematic selection of GNSS VLM data to constrain GIA models (e.g. Caron et al. [2018]).759

Despite the progress in taking a step towards a fully automated discontinuity-detection760

(see also previous developments, e.g., Gazeaux et al. [2013]), the model estimates should still761

be carefully revised in view of the variety of factors and inadequate model assumptions, which762

can still compromise the model results. One central challenge is the accurate identification763

of the stochastic noise properties in the presence of change points, which can strongly764

influence the change point detection rate. We show, for example, that PL noise still leads765

to a higher ambiguity (and overfitting) in the detection of change points than noise models766

without low-frequency components. In addition, differences between SAT and TG data,767

which can either be caused by physical or instrumental issues, can also result in an erroneous768

discontinuity-detection. Such time series should therefore be carefully inspected by the user.769

Another remaining caveat is that the parametrization of post-seismic relaxation with piecewise770

incremental trends is a simplification of the process and can be better described by using771

a relaxation model. These limitations should be considered, when applying the presented772

method as an unsupervised discontinuity and trend change detection tool for preprocessing773

data.774

Appendices775

A Model initialization776

Before estimating the parameters, time series are normalized, such that the same prior777

assumptions are valid for both SATTG and GNSS data. Compared to SATTG time series778

GNSS data have much lower noise amplitudes, so without normalization the prior of, e.g.,779

σw would need to be set individually. We normalize the data by the median of their 2-year780

running-standard-deviation, hereinafter called σobs. With this approach we avoid that extreme781

discontinuities (in particular present in GNSS data), which present orders of magnitudes782

larger than the ’true noise amplitude’ influence the normalization. We also subtract the offset783

of the first observation from the data.784

Next to the initial probability of q0, which is explained in section 3.3 several other param-785

eters need to be initialized. The maximum number nmax of possible detectable change points786

is set to 5. The initial AR(1) noise parameter (i.e., the lag-one autocorrelation coefficient)787

are set to σφ = 0.4 and σ̂w = 1. The white noise standard deviation is thus consistent with788

the standard deviation of the normalized data. In case the PLWN model is applied we set789

σ̂w = 0.2, σ̂pl = 1. To reduce the complexity of the model, the spectral index is not estimated790

but prescribed to κ = −0.9, which generates a noise process close to Flicker Noise. For791

the trend parameters, we also use informative priors: We set σk and σh to 1. Note that this792
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value corresponds to ∼ 1σobs/year, and is thus in the order of mm/year to cm/year (for793

GNSS or SATTG time series). This is another crucial prior assumption, which is based on794

knowledge of typical physical magnitudes of VLM. The definition primarily avoids that large795

shifts in the time series would be compensated in form of large VLM rates, but rather be796

approximated by discontinuities. For the discontinuities we use noninformative priors with797

σo and σp of 20 (which can be translated to 20 standard deviations). The exact initial change798

point positions are randomly drawn from the aforementioned uniform distribution, the prior799

standard deviation σ is set to 5 years. The multi-year monthly means µm are set to 0 with800

σm=1.801

For very obvious and easily detectable discontinuities in the data (in particular in GNSS802

time series), knowledge of such events can support the model initialization and generally803

speed up the computation. We therefore incorporate the position and magnitudes of discon-804

tinuities µs and µp in the initial conditions, which are detected when absolute consecutive805

differences are 15 times larger than the median of all consecutive differences. In general,806

such events are only recognized for some GNSS stations.807

B Model selection strategies808

There are several options to compare and evaluate different Bayesian models [Gelman et al.,809

2013]. As an objective measure to compare different individual model realizations, we take810

into account the out-of-sample predictive accuracy of a model. Here, the Pareto-smoothed811

importance sampling leave-one-out cross-validation (PSIS-LOO) introduced by [Vehtari812

et al., 2017] is applied, which provides an approximation of the predictive accuracy (loo) and813

a simulated estimate of the effective number of parameters (p-loo) of the model. In theory, in814

the cross-validation (CV) approach the data is split into training sets, on which the model815

is trained, as well as holdout sets from which the predictive accuracy is computed. [Vehtari816

et al., 2017] developed an efficient method to compute LOO using the existing simulation817

draws in order to avoid re-fitting of the full time series. As an example, the estimates of818

piecewise trends and discontinuities (blue) in Fig. 2 stem in both cases (SATTG and GNSS)819

from the ensemble member with the best CV-score.820

Using CV (or other criteria such as WAIC (widely applicable information criterion) or821

DIC (deviance information criterion)) to select a single best-performing realization, can822

however lead to overfitting of the data and introduce a significant selection bias [Piironen823

and Vehtari, 2017], even though the CV-score might indicate the best predictive accuracy824

among the realizations. Piironen and Vehtari [2017] show that e.g. CV-based model selection825

is especially vulnerable to overfitting at smaller sample sizes, which might thus also have a826

significant influence for our application where SATTG time series have much lower samples827

(resolution) than the GNSS data. They underpin that Bayesian Model Averaging yields better828

results and is substantially less prone to overfitting than single model selection based on CV.829

Therefore, we take into account the averaged number of estimated change points n over830

all model candidates, as a simplified variant of Bayesian Model Averaging. Note, that even if831

two realizations estimated the same number of change points, the estimated change point832

positions and dependent parameters might still significantly deviate. For this reason, we can833

not average over all parameters and only use n as ensemble average information.834

In total we define 3 selection options, to identify which is the best solution for SATTG and835

GNSS time series. In the first case, bestloo, we select the model with the highest predictive836

accuracy. Secondly, we select the model with the highest predictive accuracy from the837

candidates where n = n. This selection is called bestloo and represents a less optimistic838
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choice than bestloo. Finally, as the most conservative selection scheme, we use the model839

with the lowest effective number of parameters lowestp−loo. Note, that this is not necessarily840

equivalent to the model with the lowest number of change points. The estimated effective841

number of parameters is also reduced, for example, when there is no significant trend change842

after a change point and h becomes zero.843

The comparison of SATTG and GNSS piecewise trends in section 4.3 reveals that the844

highest agreement of piecewise trends is achieved when selecting SATTG ensemble member845

based on lowestp−loo and GNSS chains based on bestloo. We obtain similar results when846

using bestloo to select the best GNSS realization. The fact that we obtain best results when we847

choose the chain with the lowest number of effective parameters for SATTG ( (lowestp−loo)),848

indicates that using bestloo instead might lead to overfitting of the data, as also discussed by849

Piironen and Vehtari [2017]. The necessity to apply different selection schemes is most likely850

caused by the general differences in accuracy of the different techniques, combined with the851

different sample sizes of the observations. SATTG data could especially be vulnerable to852

overfitting in cases when change points are detected due to discrepancies of SAT and TG853

data, which are not attributable to local VLM dynamics or equipment changes.854

C Piecewise and linear trend validation855

For either synthetic or real data, we investigate how the performance of piecewise trend856

estimation agrees with the fit of a linear trend estimate computed using linear least square857

estimation. We compare the deviations of piecewise estimated trends with the deviations of858

a linear trend fit with respect to the known (prescribed) trends of the synthetic time series.859

Similarly, we analyse the deviations of piecewise SATTG trends and deviations of linear860

SATTG trends with respect to the piecewise GNSS trends. Note that in the latter case we861

consider the piecewise GNSS trends as the ground truth, which are also estimated with the862

Bayesian model. With the real data application, we aim to answer our research questions, i.e.,863

to which extent nonlinearities can be detected in SATTG time series and what improvements864

or benefits are obtained by using this approach.865

Figure 2 exemplifies how the piecewise SATTG and the piecewise GNSS trends are866

compared and matched with each other. The two SATTG trend segments to be compared867

with GNSS are indicated by sattg1 and sattg2. Every piecewise SATTG trend is matched868

with the piecewise GNSS trend which is estimated over the same period. In case that one869

SATTG trend segment is compared to several piecewise GNSS trends pw gnssi, the latter are870

again averaged and weighted by the fraction of the length of the GNSS segment li relative to871

the overlap period of SATTG and GNSS segments.872

Thus, for n > 0 we obtain several piecewise SATTG and GNSS trend differences for a873

single station pair. In order to derive a single trend difference estimate for a SATTG-GNSS874

pair, we average these absolute piecewise trend differences again by weighting them by the875

time of the individual overlap periods as given in Eq. (8). This procedure yields absolute trend876

differences, which are both based on piecewise SATTG and GNSS trends and hereinafter877

called ∆PW .878

∆PW =
∑

n
i=1 |(pw sattgi− pw gnssi)|li

∑
n
i=1 li

(8)

In a similar way, we compute ∆LIN to analyse the differences between single linear879

SATTG lin sattgi and piecewise GNSS trend estimates, as shown in Eq. (9)880
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∆LIN =
∑

n
i=1 |(lin sattgi− pw gnssi)|li

∑
n
i=1 li

(9)

The example of the real data trend comparison can also be transferred to the sensitivity881

experiments. Here, the piecewise SATTG fit can be thought of as the synthetic data fit and882

the piecewise GNSS trends are representative for the known piecewise trends of the synthetic883

data.884
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